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Allan Ramsay (1713-1784)

In the course of a lifetime’s astonishing influence over the cultural
formation of modern Scotland, Allan Ramsay Sr. left a very particular
legacy to the visual heritage of the country; a son, also Allan, whose
deeply perceptive portraits so define our understanding of many key
figures of the Scottish and European Enlightenment.
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Portrait of Lady Caroline Fox, 1st Baroness Holland
(1723-1774)
Granddaughter to Charles II and known as Lady Caroline
Lennox before marrying Henry Richard Fox
(18 years her senior) in 1744.

rom the outset, the poet’s ambition for his son,

respect of his training and formation as a painter, Aikman,

fostered

that social status should accrue in equal measure

one of Ramsay Sr’s closest associates, provided the model

achievable. The pictures which Ramsay himself painted during

alongside the professional success of the young

from which Ramsay Jr shaped his first steps as an artist.

late 1760s and early 1770s, the last years of his career as an

artist, drew significantly on the elder Ramsay’s

through Ramsay Sr’s connections became

active painter, are among the most perceptive and beautiful

Elizabeth Montagu (1713-1784)

close association with the circle of cultured gentry who lived

It was Sir John Clerk who provided the young Allan with his

of all eighteenth-century portraits. These paintings, which

A British social reformer, patron of the arts, salonist,

to the south of Edinburgh along the banks of the River North

most important introductions in advance of his formative

include such defining images as those of David Hume and

literary critic, and writer who helped organize and lead the

Esk. Most notably, at Penicuik House, close to Carlops and

travels on the Continent from 1736 to 1739. On his return to

Jean-Jacques Rousseau, represent as powerfully the fruits

Blue Stockings Society - an informal women’s social and

the Newhall Estate, were the Clerks, into whose family had

Britain, Ramsay soon established a portrait-painting practice

of extended intellectual exchange as they do the functional

educational movement in England in the mid-18th century.

married the most successful Scottish portrait painter of the

unusual among his contemporaries, with two studios and

encounter of artist and sitter. Lady Holland and Elizabeth

late seventeenth century, William Aikman. In almost every

two distinct circles of patronage in London and in his native

Montagu, to name but two of Ramsay’s formidable female

Horace had flourished, had surely been fostered in Ramsay’s

Edinburgh. Throughout the 1740s, significant periods were

sitters from the same period, exemplify Horace Walpole’s

youth among his father’s associates whose own rural retreats

spent in Scotland, maintaining social contacts and working

observations that Ramsay excelled his contemporary Reynolds

along the North Esk in the countryside around Carlops and the

on portrait commissions.

as a painter of women, being ‘formed’ to paint them.

Newhall estate offered such powerful echoes of their Roman
antecedents. If Carlops owes its association with the Ramsay

Towards the end of 1753, Ramsay visited Scotland with

Ramsay Jr’s upbringing as part of a household in which

name to Ramsay Sr, it is the very associations which drew the

Margaret, his second wife, their six-month stay in Edinburgh

the cultural and political life of Scotland was part of daily

poet to this place which helped form the painter. It is to our

marking a turning-point in his professional career. Following

discourse, shaped him almost as inevitably to write as to paint.

great loss, and somewhat uncharacteristic of Ramsay Jr, that

a second three-year visit to Italy, Ramsay returned to London

During his extended stay in Edinburgh in 1754, with David

such powerful social and intellectual associations brought

in 1757, his sitters ever more frequently drawn from the inner

Hume and others, he had established the Select Society as a

forth so little tangible memorial in the form of portraiture.

political, cultural and intellectual circles of the Hanoverian

sociable forum for intellectual exchange. In addition to forays

It is to be regretted that it was only after 1783, when the

Court. By 1767, Ramsay was ‘Principal Painter in Ordinary’

into poetry, investigations into high profile legal injustices

estate was acquired by Robert Brown (whose 1792 portrait

to George III.

and a Dialogue on Taste, Ramsay published observations on

by Henry Raeburn is particularly fine), that Newhall developed

the British constitution, the economics and politics of North

a relationship with major Scottish portrait painters to match

During the late 1740s Ramsay had acquired a small estate

American and East-Indian empire and, at the very end of his

its Enlightenment reputation for agricultural and economic

in Fife, often styling himself as ‘Allan Ramsay of Kinkell.’

life, pursued the putative location of Horace’s Sabine villa.

‘improvement’.

Allan Ramsay, self-portrait, c.1749

Margaret, his wife, had close family connections with the Earl
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of Balcarres and Lord Mansfield. Ramsay’s position at Court,

Alan Ramsay Jr. died at Dover in August 1784, returning from a

(Sold at auction in 2008 for almost £300,000)

generating multiple workshop copies of his royal portraits,

last visit to Italy. That inquiry which so marked his latter years,
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ensured that many of the paternal social aspirations

searching for the ‘classic’ Sabine soil in which the poetry of
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Allan Ramsay

“Elegant, accomplished man of the world”
“Ramsay’s careful handling of the play of light and shadow creates the
illusion of a real person existing in palpable space. it reflects his careful
observation and skill and creates a freshness and vivacity”
“his paintings are full of grace and individuality”

Anne Bayne, Ramsay’s 1st wife. 1743
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